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Messaging apps like WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and Instagram, play a vital role in getting
people connected with businesses and brands. Conversations with brands have increased as
customers are getting engaged on a platform that they are already spending a lot of time on.
According to Instagram research, 90% of people on Instagram follow a business and 50% are
more interested in a brand when they see ads for it on Instagram.

Instagram has truly emerged as one of the most widely used social media platforms, with
more than 1 billion active monthly users, who on average spend 29 minutes a day on the app!
Not only are millennials part of these statistics, but brands post an average of 27.9 times per
month, which is almost once a day!
It is, therefore, no surprise that Instagram has the 4th most users among all mobile apps on all
platforms. Instagram business accounts see an average 1.46% growth in followers monthly.
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The Instagram Mania
A staggering 500+ million daily active users (DAUs)
Instagram has crossed 1.4 billion monthly active users (MAUs)
Globally, 51.4% of females and 48.6% of males use the app
Instagram MAU growth rate >= 100 million users per year
In India, there were 144,080,000 Instagram users in January 2021, which accounted for 10.2% of
its entire population!
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Instagram is a perfect avenue for us to connect with our customers especially since
many people use Instagram to discover new beauty products. However, it was difficult
to follow up with people or respond to potential sales leads because we did not have the
right tools. By implementing Messenger API for Instagram, we have not only scaled our
conversations through different entry points such as Instagram Feed, Instagram Stories,
mentions, and direct messages but have also improved our response time to customer
inquiries.”
-Eda Lim, Head Of Digital, Luxury & Professional Division, Kiehl’s Malaysia

Bot Discovery on Instagram
The prior section exemplified the reach of Instagram on brands and consumers alike. Social
media has taken over every sector, be it retail, FMCG or e-commerce. Brands need to take this
opportunity to make the most out of this rising phenomenon by building chatbots and
leveraging it to draw in automated conversations to drive engagement and sales. So how does
a conversation with an Instagram bot start?

User-Initiated Conversations
In order for a business to engage with users on Instagram, it is imperative that users send the
first message in a conversation to a business. Businesses cannot send messages to users 24
hours after the user’s last message. This restriction has been imposed by Facebook to prevent
irresponsible businesses from spamming Instagram users. Learn more about the 24-hour rule.

Scenario 1 : Message button on Instagram profile
A user comes across a product post and goes to the brand's Instagram profile page.
The user clicks the ‘Message’ button and enquires about the product.
The bot provides product information and asks whether the user wants to place an order.

JuiceWorld

Juice
World

Juice
World

JuiceWorld

600 followers .210 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram
View Proﬁle

Juice World

Today 11:48

Brand
#FridayRelease with JuiceWorld. #ClearHai

Hi
Welcome to Juice World, Please select
an option
Juice
World

#FridayRelease

Know more

GreenMarathon

Juices

Complian

What is the calorie content in ABC Juice?

There are 180 calories in 100 grams
of ABC juice.
Do you want to place an order for
a green smoothie juice with
lesser calories
Juice
World

Order now

No

Order Now

Juice
World

Message...
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Scenario 2 : Link Click
A user comes across the link to the bot on SMS and clicks on it.
The user is redirected to Instagram DM and says Hi.
The bot responds with a welcome message and asks the product preference.
The user selects the desired options and places order.

AmazingPizza

525412

Amazing
Pizza

Today

Exciting news! Up to 50% off on
your favourite pizza. Chat now to
place an order with customized
toppings https://bit.ly/3xwFRHf

Amazing Pizza
Instagram

Amazing
10K
followers .Pizza
147 Posts

54k
followers
879 posts
You don’t
follow
each .other
on Instagram
You don’t follow each other on Instagram

View Profile

View Proﬁle
Today 11:48

Hi
Welcome back, craving for your favourite
cheese burst pizza? Select the size.
Regular

Medium

Large

Medium

Select the toppings you would like to
have on it?
Onion

Corn

All

All

Great, Lets place your order.

Message...

Scenario 3 : QR Scan
A user scans a QR code from the poster and is redirected to Instagram DM.
The user asks about the brand’s product offerings.
The bot provides the product catalogue.

Amazingheels

CobblerMetro

Amazing Heels

Cobbler Metro
54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram
View Proﬁle
Today 11:48

Hi

Amazingheels.
Welcome to Cobbler Metro. How can I
help you?

Products

Please select a category.
Scan to chat

Flats

Heels

Casual Shoe
Ethnic Shoes

Wedges

Boots

Formals

Sports Shoes

Sports Shoes

Message...
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Scenario 4 : Website Click
A user clicks on a button/popup on a website which redirects the user to Instagram DM.
The user selects its preferences to see the menu of that restaurant.
The bot provides specials in text format and the whole menu as an image/pdf.

amazingnations.com
grillonation.com

G

N

Amazingnations

4
G

N

Grillonation
Amazingnations.

Select a location

Hi

Welcome to Grillonation! What would
you like to do?

Download our Mobile App and avail Rs.100
of on your ﬁrst bookig & get 5% cashback
on every transaction. Click Now

G

N

Book a table

Menu

Delivery

Menu

Please select an option.

G

N

Amazing Nations

Veg

Non Veg

Kids

100%

G

N

Vaccinated &
Safe

Non Veg

Box of the day: Non Veg Overloaded

CHAT NOW
Ready to Welcome You

G

DELIVERY

|

LOG IN

|

N

Message...

RESERVE

Scenario 5 : Redirected from other Bots
A user chats with the brand’s website bot through a web widget.
The website bot provides an option to chat with the Instagram bot and the user selects it.
The user then continues the conversation in Instagram DM.

Style
Fashion

STYLE FASHION

ABOUT

SERVICES

BLOG

KNOWLEDGE

SHOP

<

S T YL E
FAS H I ON

CONTACT

StyleFashion

LOGIN

HubBot

Style
Fashion

Nov 28
Hi there! How can we help you?
Did you know you can now chat with
us over Instagram?
To continue this conversation on
Instagram click here:
https://bit.ly/3xwFRHf

Style Fashion
54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram

Else say Hi!

View Proﬁle
Today 11:48

Hi
Hi there, we are glad to connect with you.
How can we help?
Style
Fashion

Message...
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Scenario 6 : Search in Instagram DM
A user comes across a product post and goes to their own Instagram DM.
The user searches for the brand’s Instagram username in the search bar above the conversations.
The user messages “Hi” and then enquires about the product after the bot’s greeting message.
The bot provides product information and
whether the user wants to place an order.
Juiceasks
World

Juice World|

Juice
World

Juice
World

JuiceWorld

600 followers .210 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram

JuiceWorld

View Proﬁle
Today 11:48

Hi
Welcome to Juice World, Please select
an option
Juice
World

Know more

Juices

Complian

What is the calorie content in ABC Juice?

There are 180 calories in 100 grams
of ABC juice.
Do you want to place an order for
a green smoothie juice with
lesser calories
Juice
World

Order now

No

Order Now

Message...

Bot Initiated Conversations
However, there are certain use cases where businesses/bots can send the first message. Businesses or bots are allowed to send only one message to the user if the user performs a certain
action.

Scenario 1 : Sponsored Post
A user comes across an ad on Instagram and clicks on it.
The user is redirected to the brand’s Instagram DM.
The bot greets the user and presents the ongoing offers.

VIKORD

VIKORD

VIKORD

Vikord

VIKORD

Sponsored

Vikord

Sponsored

Message Vikord
Typically resplies within a few hours

VIKORD

>

Send Message

Vikord Introdcing Vikord NK4, head into the ofﬁce,
then into the party, and ﬁnally into ... more

Vikord “ Hi! Please let us know how we can
help you.”

Send Message

>

“I’m interested. Can you tell me more?”

Send

“Can I schedule a test drive?”

Send

Vikord Introdcing Vikord NK4, head into the ofﬁce,
Send
“Can I talk to a sales associate?”
then into the party, and ﬁnally into ... more

VIKORD

VIKORD

Write your own message...
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Scenario 2 : Sponsored Story
A user comes across a sponsored post on Instagram and clicks on the “Send Message” button.
The bot shows a pre-set question and some suggested replies in a pop up.
The user sends a message to the bot by typing in the pop up or selecting from among the
suggested replies.

VIKORD

Vikord

Vikord

VIKORD

Sponsored

Sponsored

Message Vikord
Typically resplies within a few hours

VIKORD

Vikord “ Hi! Please let us know how we can
help you.”

“I’m interested. Can you tell me more?”

Send

“Can I schedule a test drive?”

Send

“Can I talk to a sales associate?”

Send

Write your own message...

Scenario 3 : Post Comment
A user comments on a brand post praising the products.
The bot sends a message appreciating the feedback.
The user’s comment on the post is referenced with the bot message.

11th Heaven
VIKORD

11thHeaven

11th Heaven
54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram
View Proﬁle
Today 11:48

Thank you so much for taking the time
to share your thoughts. Hopefully, we’ll be
able to see you again. Listed below are
few of th emost recent offerings.
11th Heaven Try out our new Choco Strawberry
melt in mouth cake ... more
Sunny Loved it. Thank you

Would you like to check out the deals?
Ofcourse!

Not now

Message...
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Scenario 4 : Story Reply
The user comes across a brand’s story and reacts with a laughing emoji. The bot sends
back a message appreciating the reaction.
The user is intimated that the business/bot has responded to the story reply.

Chocolatespa

Chocolatespa

54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram
View Proﬁle
Today 11:48
Reacted to a story

Quick Reactions

Send Message

GIF

Thank you for the story reaction.
Here’s a special offer just for you. Get
25% off on shakes and thick shakes
till 20th Feb 2022. Show this message
at the cafe counter when you order

Message...

Scenario 5 : @mentions

P
w

A user mentions the brand in their story with a photo of the brand’s product.
The bot sends back a message appreciating the mention.
The user is intimated that the business/bot has responded to the @mention.

Chocolatespa

Kareena K

54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram
View Proﬁle
Today 11:48

Mentioned in a story

pa

@ch

tes
ocola

d
y I ha
Toda azing
m
this a ke
sha

Thanks for the story mention.
Have a Cool Day.

Message...
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Journeys
Pre-purchase product discovery with automation and live chat

Pre-purchase
Pre-purchase
Pre-purchase
Pre-purchase
product
product
product
product
discovery
discovery
discovery
discovery
with
with
with
automation
with
automation
automation
automation
and
and
live
and
live
and
chat
live
chat
live
chat
chat

Customer
Custome
Custom
c
private
priva
pri
with
with
with

Ice breaker
Ice breaker
Ice breaker
Ice breaker

Quick
Quick
reply
Quick
reply
Quick
replyreply

Product
Product
template
Product
template
Product
template
template

Handover
Handover
Handover
protocol
Handover
protocol
protocol
protocol

Post-purchase customer support with automation and live
agent
Post-purchase
t-purchase
Post-purchase
Post-purchase
customer
customer
customer
customer
support
support
support
support

automation
automation
automation
automation
andand
live
and
live
agent
and
live
agent
live
agent
agent
with
with
with

Ice breaker
Ice breaker
Ice breaker
Ice breaker

Quick reply
Quick reply
Quick Quick
reply reply

Handover
Handover
protocol
Handover
protocol
Handover
protocol
protocol
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Post Purchase customer care with private reply

care
recare
ate
eply
reply
reply

Product Enquiry
User sees a brand story and replies with a query
Bot sends an answer and asks if you want more information
User asks for product details
Bot give product details and asks if you want to order

CRISPERS

CRISPERS

Crispers

Crispers

CRISPERS

Apritas are available in 6 amazing
ﬂavours. Do you want to learn more
about Arpitas?

54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram

Jennifer

View Proﬁle

ese by
Loving th
ers
@Crisp

Crispers

CRISPERS

Yes

No

Today 11:48
Yes

You replied to their story

APRITAS

APRITAS

CRISPERS

Our Dipd always needed the perfect
accomplainment and we choose to
give you healtheir options that are
baked rather than froed.
They come with a variety of herbs and
seasoning that ensure no compromise
on tate

APRITAS

Apritas are available in 6 amazing
ﬂavours. Do you want to learn more
about Arpitas?

Do you want to order Apritas?

CRISPERS

Yes

Message...

No

CRISPERS

Yes

No

Message...
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Product Recommendations
User sees a content marketing article about benefits of a product line
User clicks on a link/button given there saying “Learn More”
Redirected to DM, user sees ice breakers, ignores them and asks for recommendations
Bot asks category and subcategory and shows product template carousels

bestcosmetics.com/beauty

LT E

LT E

bestcosmetics

LT E

BESTCOSMETICS
BEST
COSMETICS

bestcosmetics

Tap to send a question suggested by
bestcosmetics
LEARN MORE

bestcosmetics

bestcosmetics

Skincare Kits

Glow Skin Pack

Rs 6000

Rs 5600

Shopping/Ordering
User sees an Instagram ad and clicks on ad redirect button named “Shop Now”
Redirected to DM and bot asks what you want to order
After product category and subcategory selection, bot shows product template carousels

Cobra

Cobra
Do you want to order the Satchel
at the low price of Rs 4999 *?

Cobra

Cobra

Order now

54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram

Sponsored

Explore
Explore

View Proﬁle

Please explore of latest editions

Today 11:48

Introducin g

SATCHEL

Cobra

Cobra

Backpack-Modern love

Backpack-Sports

You replied to their Post

I ntro duci n g

SATCHEL

Rs 8999

Rs 4999

Rs 8999

Rs 4999

Send Message

Cobra Introdcing Satchel, head into the ofﬁce, then
into the party, and ﬁnally into ... more

Shop Now

Rs 5600

Rs 6230

Do you want to order the Satchel
at the low price of Rs 4999 *?

Order now

Message...

Explore

Message...
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Customer Support
User comments on a post with a complaint
Bot sends Private Replies message and asks if you want to lodge a complaint
User makes a complaint and bot raises a ticket
User is not satisfied and asks to talk to agent
Bot escalates to live agent and conversation continues

11th Heaven

11th Heaven

VIKORD

11thHeaven

11th Heaven

There was a problem
with my order.

54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram
View Proﬁle

Ticket has been raised (Ticket ID:
567002768963522). We will contact you
shortly. Is there anything else you want
to share or would you like to connect
with a live agent?

Today 11:48

We regret that you had such an
experience with us. We would like to
make it up for you. Is there anything you
would like to say ?

11 Heaven Try out our new Choco Strawberry
melt in mouth cake ... more
th

Sunny I didnt like it.

Yes

No

Connect to live
agent.

Please wait, our agent will connect with
it soon.

Message...

Message...

Order Tracking
User says Hi and bot asks how can I help you with quick replies, one of which is “Track your order”
User enters order details
Bot shows order status
bestcosmetics

bestcosmetics

LT E

LT E

bestcosmetics

LT E

BEST
COSMETICS
bestcosmetics

Tap to send a question suggested by
bestcosmetics
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Lead Generation
User sees a brand story about an invite-only product/service
User clicks the button at bottom or swipes up titled “Register Now”
Redirected to DM, user sees ice breakers and clicks “Online Raffle”
User enters all details asked by the bot

carbon.in

carbon.in

carbon.in

CARBON YEEZY 500 ASH GREY
AVAILABLE IN SELECT
STORES VIA ONLINE RAFFLE

Carbon

Carbon.in

Online Raffle
Where is my order?

CONNECT.CARBON.IN

Reach Product Expert
New Products

Feedback
User mentions a brand in their story praising the products they bought
Bot sends Private Replies message saying Thanks
Bot asks if user will give feedback in the same message
User says Yes and completes feedback form

CRAZEE

Jennifer

Crazee Pizza

CRAZEE

54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram

@CRAZEE

Crazee Pizza

Thank you for mentioning us in your
story. Do you have a minute to give us
some valuable feedback?

View Proﬁle
CRISPERS

Ofcourse!

Today 11:48

Not Now
Ofcourse!

Mentioned Crazee in your Story

Please answer the following question
on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being the lowest
and 5 being the highest.

@CRAZEE
CRISPERS

How was the quality of your food?
4

Rate your experience with delivery
CRISPERS

5

Thank you for mentioning us in your
story. Do you have a minute to give us
some valuable feedback?

Awesome.
As a thank you for giving us valuable
feedback, we have special offer for you.
Use “CRAZEE12345PIZZA7890” to
avail 25% discount on your next order.

CRISPERS

Ofcourse!

Not Now
CRISPERS

Message...

Message...
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Gamification
User sees a post about a contest which says DM to participate
User goes to DM and sees ice breakers, one of which is “Participate in Contest”
User plays the game and wins a coupon code for discount
Bot gives the coupon code with link to website for shopping

Skincare.in

Skincare.in

600 followers .210 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram
View Proﬁle

Skincare.in

Today 11:48

Participate in Contest

Contest Alert

Please answer the following 3 questions
and get a chance to win exciting
skincare.in hampers. lets get started.

Skincare.in
54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram

DM to Participate

Which of these actions make you feel
#BeautifullInDeed?

View Proﬁle

Feeding stay animals

Pampering yourself

Tap to send
All three and more!

Online Rafﬂe
Where is my order?

Correct! On the next question...
Which ingredient is highly effective in
illuminating & rejuvenating skin?

Participate in Contest

Vitamin C

New Products

SkinCare.in #ContestAlert

Tea Tree

Retinol

Apple Cider

Vitamin C

Message...

Message...

Stock Availability
User comments on a post saying “This is out of stock on your website”
Bot sends a Private Replies message apologizing for the inconvenience.
Bot asks if the user wants to be notified when the product is available.
User agrees and bot takes email and phone number.

ship.nirvana

ship.nirvana

ship.nirvana
caused. Would you like to be notified
when Ship Rockerz 660 is available
again?

ship.nirvana

ship.nirvana

ship.nirvana
ship.nirvana

kshitij_test Ship Rockerz 660 is out of
stock on your website
ship.nirvana
As a token of apology,use SHIP
ROCKERZ10 to get extra 10% off on
your purchase of Ship Rockerz 660.
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Rebuy
User mentions a brand in their story praising the products they bought
Bots sends a Private Replies message saying Thanks and gives special discount for rebuying
User wants to rebuy and bot gives product template carousels

thelifeonroad
54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram

Thankthelifeonroad
you for mentioning us in your
story. We are glad that you are
satisﬁed with our products. Here’s a
surprise for your next order- extra
20% off on all the products.

View Proﬁle

Order now

I will pass

Today 11:48
Order Now

Mentioned thelifeonroad in your story

Please select a category
T-shirts

Jeans

Jackets

Jeans

Here are some options

@th
Great ﬁt

Great ﬁt

onroad

@thelife

oad
elifeonr

thelifeonroad

thelifeonroad

Blue Jeans

Black Jeans

Thank you for mentioning us in your
story. We are glad that you are
satisﬁed with our products. Here’s a
surprise for your next order- extra
20% off on all the products.
Order now

I will pass

Message...

Rs 1200

Rs 1100

Message...

Media types allowed
Text
Image
Sticker
Product template carousels (up to 10)
Generic template (title, subtitle, image, up to 3 buttons)
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Use cases
Lead Generation bot
The bot helps collect customer information
in a conversational format

LeadGenBot

FAQ/Product enquiry bot
The bot helps answer users’ questions
related to products, services or the brands
themselves.
FAQBot

Tap for details

Tap for details

Hi

You don’t follow each other on Instagram
View Proﬁle

Hey there, I am LeadGenBot.
What is your name?
Kshitij

Hey there, I am FAQBot.
What would you like to know?

What is your email address?
Where are the stores located?

kp@abc.com
Do you deliver?

Is free Wiﬁ

what is your mobile number?
What are the opening hours?

9191919191

We are open everyday from 11AM to
11PM, except public holidays

Which country are you from?
India

Do you serve Alcohol?

Which product are you interested in?
Yes, we have a full bar available.
Product
Product 11

Product
Product 11

Product
Product 11

Product 1

Great
Is there anything else you wish to
know?

Thanks you for your time. Our team will
get in touch with you shortly.
Message...

Message...

Customer Support/Grievance Resolution bot
The bot provides solutions to frequently occurring
issues, raises tickets and connects users to human
agents if needed.

17

Order/Service Tracking bot
The bot provides information about the
order/service status, staff assigned (if any),
ETA, etc.

Sales/Shopping/Ordering bot
The bot displays menu cards/catalogues,
places orders, provides payment options, etc.

Marketing/Ad showing bot
The bot helps send content for marketing, coupons,
offers, updates, etc. after users opt-in for the same.

18

Games/Quiz/Contests bot
The bot helps run games/quizzes/contests in a
conversational pre-defined format.

Recommendations/Suggestions bot
The bot provides recommendations from your
product/service portfolio or in general.

19

Tourism/Travel/Hotel booking bot
The bot provides travel/hotel options with details,
and helps in booking, gives reminders, etc.

Survey/Feedback bot
The bot helps conduct surveys/collect feedback after a user visits the website.

Finance/Banking/Insurance/Investment bot
The bot provides financial advice and runs simple tasks like
bill payment, statement generation, insurance premium
payment, buying/selling shares, etc.

20

Education/Learning bots
The bot provides educational materials, conducts tests,
answers doubts, and connects users to human teachers.

Medical/Healthcare bots
The bot provides general health tips, recommends
hospitals/doctors, helps in appointment booking,
etc.

HR/Recruitment/Onboarding/Training bot
The bot collects employee information for recruitment/onboarding and provides training material/company policy
details, conducts recruitment tests, gives holiday information,
processes leave applications, etc.
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Features
The 24-hour rule
When a user sends a message to a bot, a 24 hour conversation window is opened. The bot
can send any number of messages to the user within this window.
After 24 hours of user’s last message, the bot cannot send a message to the user.
If the user gives their expressed permission, that is, opts in, the bot can send messages to
the user on another channel such as email or SMS outside the 24-hour window.
For example, a user starts a conversation with a bot about a product and wishes to order it.
The bot informs the user that the product is out of stock and asks if the user wishes to be
reminded when the product is in stock again. The user sends their last message at 11 am on
Monday.
If the user denies the reminder, the bot can send messages to the user only till
11 am on Tuesday.
If the user opts in for the reminder, the bot can send the reminder message to the
user on another channel such as email or SMS even after 11 am on Tuesday.

Why is the 24-hour rule needed?
It is best to directly quote Facebook to answer this question:

Facebook uses Message Tags to protect Messenger by protecting Facebook users from
getting spam messages coming from irresponsible businesses. Less spam keeps users
on the Messenger platform engaged and conversion rates high, creating a healthier
ecosystem for responsible businesses.”
-Ze’ev Rosenstein, head of business messaging product, Messenger, and Instagram

Human-Agent Escalation
Users can also request to talk with a human agent while in conversation with a bot, or the bot
can escalate a user query to a human agent in case the bot is unable to resolve the query.
Human agents can send messages to users within 7 days of the last user message.
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Private Replies
The “Private Replies” feature allows Businesses to reply to comments made on their posts with a
single message on Instagram.
When using this feature, the user will get a message with a reference link to the comment that is
getting the reply.
Private replies are allowed within 7 days (except IG Live) of the creation date of the comment.
Please note that Private Replies do not open the 24 hour window for standard messaging.

11th Heaven
VIKORD

11thHeaven

Sponsored

11th Heaven
54k followers . 879 posts
You don’t follow each other on Instagram
View Proﬁle
Today 11:48

Order Now

>

Thank you so much for taking the time
to share your thoughts. Hopefully, we’ll be
able to see you again. Listed below are
few of th emost recent offerings.
Would you like to check out the deals?

11th Heaven Try out our new Choco Strawberry
melt in mouth cake ... more

Ofcourse!

Not now

Message...

Private Reply for Instagram Live
Private Reply for Instagram Live has a different reply window from regular post comments
private reply.
Private reply for IG Live can only be triggered while the live is happening and will no longer be
valid as soon as the live ends.
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Ice Breakers
Ice Breakers provide a way for users to start a conversation with a business with a list of
frequently asked questions.
A maximum of 4 questions can be set as Ice Breakers.
Ice Breakers supports localization to allow businesses to set custom questions depending on the
user locale.
This feature is currently available on the mobile app only.

LT E

Publishing a bot on Instagram using the
Gupshup platform
You can easily engage with and reap benefits of conversational commerce on Instagram with
the Messenger API for Instagram. Leverage rich two-way conversations with your followers with
Gupshup’s rich array of Instagram messaging and conversational tools. Here are the steps to
follow to get started with the Gupshup platform:

24

Prerequisites
You need to have an Instagram business (Professional) account
You need to have a Facebook Page connected to your Instagram account

How to publish a bot on Instagram?
Steps to convert your Instagram account into a Business
(Professional) account:
1. Go to your profile page and tap the hamburger icon in the upper right corner.
2. Tap ‘Settings’.
a. For some accounts, the ‘Switch to Professional Account’ option will be listed right below
‘Settings’.
3. Tap ‘Account’.
4. Tap ‘Switch to Professional Account’.
5. Tap ‘Continue’.
6. Select a ‘Category’ for your business and tap ‘Done’.
7. Tap ‘OK’ to confirm.
8. Tap ‘Business’.
9. Tap ‘Next’.
10. Add ‘Contact Details’ and tap ‘Next’. Or tap ‘Don’t use my contact info’ to skip this step.
11. Tap X on the top right corner to return to your profile.

Steps to connect your Facebook Page to your Business
(Professional) account on Instagram
1. Go to https://www.facebook.com/pages/ and log in to your Facebook account.
2. Click on the page you have created for linking to the Instagram account.
3. In the sidebar on the left, scroll down and select ‘Settings’.
4. In the sidebar on the left, scroll down and select ‘Instagram’.
5. Click on the ‘Connect Account’ button and log in to your Instagram business
(Professional) account.
Note: If you wish to create a new Facebook Page, follow the instructions given here.
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Steps to allow access to messages
1. Go to your Instagram Business (Professional) profile page.
2. Tap the hamburger icon in the upper right corner.
3. Select ‘Settings’ > ‘Privacy’ > ‘Messages’.
4. Under ‘Connected Tools’, switch on the ‘Allow Access to Messages’ toggle.

Steps to link your bot with Facebook
1. Log in to the Gupshup website.
2. Go to the ‘Dashboard’ tab > ‘My Bots’ section.
3. Select the button under the ‘Publish’ column against the bot you wish to publish.
4. A list of channels will appear. Click the ‘Publish’ button against Instagram.
5. Click ‘Link your Facebook’. A new window/tab will pop up.
6. Log in to your Facebook account.
Note: Ensure that the Facebook account you log in to has the admin rights to the
Facebook Page you wish to select.
7. Select the Instagram business account that you want the bot to be published on.

8. Select the Facebook Page connected to your Instagram business account.

Note: You can add only one
Facebook Page with the bot. If
you select multiple pages, only
the latest one will be considered for bot deployment.
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9. Switch on the toggles for all permissions and click ‘Done’.

To access the Gupshup documentation on publishing a bot on Instagram, click here.

Benefits of the Gupshup solution
Gupshup supports integration with CRMs, payment gateways, ticketing systems, POS systems like
Shopify, Zendesk, Zoho, FreshDesk among others. The bot can be configured to run rewards and
loyalty programmes by business logic or connecting with existing reward systems already
built-in.
Since Instagram does not support sending bulk notifications, the bot can collect relevant information about the user like a phone number to reach out to users on channels like GIP, SMS, Email,
over the course of conversations. You can also provide personalised offers/deals to the user
based on business logic and requirements. Instagram has its own demographic audience base
which can be catered through an Instagram DM Bot, making it better than FB Messenger and
WhatsApp Business Messenger.
Gupshup stores all conversations with the users. Between conversations, users can ask the bot
for previous orders and reorder. Within the messenger, one can view 10 products in a product
catalogue/message. More products can be seen by sending more messages. You can use a
generic template with buttons to redirect the user to another link.
A user can send a product image and based on a third party or the brand’s in-built
image-based searching, the bot can provide product recommendations to the user.
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Some other benefits include:
Increase Interaction with users:
Interactive communication with icebreakers and quick replies, increases conversation with
users.
Faster Response Rate:
Respond to basic customer queries faster using automation, thereby reducing wait time.
Level up Customer Experience with rich communication:
Level up your customer engagement with rich media like images, Videos, Carousels, Stickers,
Product templates and Generic templates.
Drive real business outcomes:
Drive real business outcomes by addressing customer queries, showcasing products and facilitating quick purchase right when customers show interest and are in the mindset to explore.
Reduce drop-offs:
Convert ad clicks and story mentions into actionable engagement in Instagram DMs, thus
reducing drop-offs that creep in due to redirection.
Increase brand visibility :
Increase brand visibility by engaging with comments, story mentions and story replies from
followers and prospects.
Amplify customer satisfaction:
Use advanced sentiment analysis on public comments to instantly detect negative and positive
reactions and convert them to one-to-one conversations in Instagram DMs in real time.
Build meaningful relationships:
Strengthen ties with followers with personalized messages.
Monetize marketing spends:
Monetize marketing spends by integrating instagram messaging into marketing initiatives, like
posts, stories and IGTV and contests.
Increase followers count:
Increase follower count by providing exceptional customer experience with messaging.
Optimize customer support :
Scale customer support 24/7, while reducing costs, by deploying advanced AI and NLP based
response mechanisms and smart escalation to human agents when needed.

Conclusion
Instagram is a channel among the 30+ channels that customers can use through Gupshup’s
Messaging API which forms the core of the Gupshup Conversational Messaging Platform. Brands
can now engage with and drive real business outcomes from their followers with Instagram
Messaging API. Gupshup's API solution enables businesses to easily integrate 1-way and 2-way
messaging with Instagram.
If you’re looking to add Instagram to your brand’s communications ecosystem; explore Gupshup’s customizable Instagram API solutions here. For more information, talk to an authorised
Gupshup representative. #LetsGupshup
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